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QUESTION: 67
Which filters can you apply to narrow the transaction history results when searching the
transaction history?

A. Specific transaction ID
B. Specific user ID
C. Apply a Max Records number
D. Loss changes, which includes activity that was lost due to computer crash or failure
E. Action Description
F. From and/or To values
G. Node Description

Answer: E

QUESTION: 68
The Data Relationship Management API Adapter is required for the DRM API. Identify three
other components that are required to use the DRM API

A. Oracle WebLogic Server 11g
B. JDeveloper
C. EPM Workspace
D. Oracle Web Services Manager (OWSM)
E. Shared Services

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 69
Select the three options that will complete this sentence to make it a true statement:
"A customer who uses best practices in the master data management of relationships and
hierarchies ___________."

A. syncs master data to reporting systems
B. syncs master data to ERP systems
C. utilizes multiple points of maintenance for hierarchies and data relationships
D. utilizes a solution with detailed audit capabilities
E. utilizes a solution that is not based on business user requirements

Answer: A, B, E

QUESTION: 70
Identify the three benefits of adding a standard prefix to a related set of property definitions.

A. Provides faster performance
B. Easier to find a group of related properties when creating an Export
C. Prevents conflicts when a property definition in two target or source dimensions have the same
name
D. The prefix can be used as criteria when creating a filter for a Query
E. DRM sorts property definitions alphabetically by default

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 71
An Anonymous User in DRM is ________.

A. used by Administrators to test security from the perspective of different end users
B. similar to a "read only" type role for end users
C. used by Administrators to grant guest access to DRM for a short period of time
D. not a valid role in version 11.1.2.1

Answer: C

QUESTION: 72
Per the Example:

You need to load both the Product and Market hierarchies to multiple Essbase databases. Identify
three DRM objects that could be used across both Product and Market hierarchies?

A. Common Essbase system properties
B. Common Essbase system validations
C. Parent/Child export definitions
D. Generation export definitions
E. Level export definitions

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 73

You want to create a derived field that concatenates the name and description of a node to display
"Name-Description." Select the two valid syntax types for a derived property using a formula.

A. Concat(Abbrev,"-",Descr)
B. Concat(Abbrev(), -,Descr())
C. Concat(PropValue(Core.Abbrev)| - | PropValue(Core. Descr))
D. Concat(PropValue(Core.Abbrev),-,PropValue(Core.Descr))
E. Concat() Abbrev, -, Descr
F. ConcatO Abbrev," -", Descr

Answer: D, F
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